An increased precision comparison of TMS-induced motor cortex BOLD fMRI response for image-guided versus function-guided coil placement.
To examine with high precision the differences between function-guided and image-guided transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). Using a calibrated TMS coil holder/positioner, interleaved TMS/functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and individualized anatomy-based regional normalization, we conducted a two-phase study of TMS coil positioning guided by either function (elicited thumb motion) or image-based targeting of the "hand knob," the anatomy associated with fMRI activation during thumb motion. In every case, image-guided TMS coil placement produced a thumb movement response at thresholds similar to those found under function guidance. Unexpectedly, function-guided coil locations clustered bimodally over central and precentral sulci. Image-guided locations clustered as anticipated toward the targeted gyral crown. Despite these differences, blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) activation locations and magnitude for the two methods displayed no consistent differences in mean or variance between or within subjects. Image guidance produced more consistent coil placement from subject to subject relative to targeted anatomy. Surprisingly, BOLD time courses from image-guided experiments showed significantly slower return to baseline after TMS than was observed under function guidance. The results demonstrate the effectiveness and precision of image-guided positioning of TMS coils combined with a precisely adjustable holder/positioner and regional normalization. Image guidance provides an accurate TMS placement relative to individual anatomy when no external sign is available.